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FOKESTESS SET
FRIDAY NICHE

NUMBER 34

STATE UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA, TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 17, 1925

VOLUME XXIV

GLEE CLUB TO HAVE GRIZZLIES WIN
TAG DAY TOMORROW

AND LOSE VARSITY GIVES

Songsters and Musicians Will Appear
at Wilma Saturday; State
Tour Successful
INTERFRATERNITY COUNCIL
TRACK
M
EN
PREPARE
Hartwig’s Sensational Shoot
Institution Commenced With
BANS FAVORS FOR DANCES
FOR
WARM
WEATHER
________
ing Wins Second Game
Fifty Students and Eight

for Aggies

Instructors

CAMPUS PARTY
FOR BIRTHDAY

DEAN J. M. HAMILTON IS
Stewart to Take Charge of Work Helen Newman, business manager Will Take Effect Beginning Next
PRINCIPAL SPEAKER
After February 28
School Year
of the University Glee club, bus an
Thirty-two years ago today the Candidates for the Varsity track nounced that there wlil be a tag day Favors at fraternity dances have Two fierce, desperately-fought hoop
frays resulted in an even break be
on the campus tomorrow .for the
State Legislature passed an act whica
Ticket Sale for Dance Will provided that a University should be team are 'going through light work benefit of the Missoula.appearance of Jbeen eliminated by tbe action of the tween the Grizzlies and Bobcats Fri University Radio Station
Interfraternity Council, which met day and Saturday, Stewart’s men tak
Will Be Opened Formally
End Tomorrow; Refresh organized and gave detailed instruc outs in the gym under the supervision
I
the
Glee
club
to
be
held
at
the
Wilmn
last week at the Sigma Nu house. ing the first contest 28 to 22 and
Tonight; Exercises Will
ments in Pinchot Hall; tion to the State Board of Education, of Captain George Axtell in prepara
The motion will not take effect until dropping the second 36 to 28. A Be Broadcast*
Saturday
night.
Bear
Paws
and
TanSam Harris in Charge.
under whose control the University tion for the coming season. Outdoor
ans will have charge of the tags, the next school year, but it was sug sensational spurt past mid-time of
was placed.
workouts will not-commence until the
gested that fraternities refrain from the first contest gave the Grizzlies a
To provide for the maintenance of weather gets somewhat warmer. which will sell for a dollar. Tags may giving expensive favors this year.
The Foresters’ Ball, or as it is the University, Congress gave to the Twenty-one men are out, but the be exchanged for regular pickets in “The fraternities have enacted an six-point victory after the Bobcats Charter Day exercises are being
often dubbed, “The Lumberjacks’ state 72 sections of land, large por squad will be greatly increased by the Main hall Thursday or at the Wilma economic and sensible motion,” said had assumed a four-point lead, the held at the University today in com
being 20 to 16 with less than 10 memoration of the founding of the
Hoe-Down,” is looked forward to by tions of which lie in the Bitter Root addition of basketball men later.
Jack Norvell, president of the council. score
box office Friday and Saturday.
minutes
left to play. The phenom University 32 years ago.
valley
and
Flathead
district
and
com
a great many Missoulians and students
Coach Jim Stewart will not take “This year's club is one of the best “Many interfraternity councils at enal sharp-shooting
of Adolph Hart- Regular classes were held in the
prising
some
of
the
richest
lands
in
as the BIG DANCE of the year. The
charge of the track team until the ever turned out by the University, as other state universities have taken wig, elongated Bobcat
was forenoon and these and all the labora
1925 Foresters* Ball ‘promises to the state.
close of the basketball season, which was evidenced by the patronage it re the same action.in regard to favors more than the Grizzly forward,
could
combat
tories were open all morning to vis
During
the
month
of
December,
'top off” all of the previous dances.
ends with the Aggie games February ceived on the tour just completed, and at dances.”
The Forestry club and the students 1894, a committee from the state 27 and 2S. For the present the track it is necessary that the home per Plans for the Interfraternity formal with Saturday night and resulted in itors. *At 2 o’clock visitors and stu
of the Forestry school are working board met and decided to open the candidates are working out any *tirae formance receive the support of the dance to be held at the Winter Gar-, the downfall of the University. Hart- dents gathered in Main hall auditori
um to hear the Charter Day program
bard getting everything in readiness University in September, 1895. Mis in the afternoon that tehy find con entire student body in order to mnke den February 27, were discussed, and wig made 18 points.
for the affair, which will take place soula was selected as the site, and venient. The men in the gym are tak the club financially successful as well committees were chosen to arrange The Grizzlies took an early lead in which opened with the assembly sing
the second contest, the score being ing “Montana, My Montana;” The
in the new gymnasium Friday night. work was begun at once in prepara ing it easy, most of the training con as otherwise; and it is for this reason the program.
tion
for
the
opening.
An
executive
sisting of work with the pulleys, such a plan as a tag sale is being The next meeting of the council will 11 to 2 In their favor in the first half afternoon’s program follows:
Ticket Sale Ends Tomorrow
committee
composed
of
J.
H.
T.
Rybe at the Sigma Phi Epsilon house, when the Bobcats called time out. Talk—Gid Boldt, ASUM president.
In 1924 the Forestry club issued man, Judge Hiram Knowles, and weights and general limbering-up attempted,” said Miss Newman.
The State college crew changed its Talk—Professor J. P. Rowe.
The club returned to Missoula Sun February 25.
350 tickets. This surpassed the for Colonel T. C. Marshall, all prominent work.
tactics then, opening up with a bom The Varsity Quartette.
day
morning
from
Helena,
where
it
mer ticket sales by over 100. This Missoula citizens, was appointed by
bardment
of long-range shooting that Talk, “Early Days of the Univer
made its last appearance on the an
year the same number of tickets will the State Board of Education; and,
eventually
won the contest for them. sity”—James M. Hamilton, dean of
nual state tour-.
be issued, and students are advised to Oscar J. Craig, A. M., Ph. D., at that]
They
had
tied
the score 14 all at the men, Montana State College.
In speaking of the trip, Theodore
get their tickets before February 18, time professor of political economy
end
of
the
first
half on sensational One Act Plays, “The Sweet Meat
Halvorson, advance agent and pub
as the committee in charge must know and history at Purdue university, La
distance
shots
by
Glynn
and Harcwig. Game,” “A Good Woman”—Montana
licity man for the club, said: “Never
the number of students desiring to fayette, Indiana, was elected presi
Big
Hartwig
found
the
hoop for Masquers.
attend, so preparations can be made dent of the University by the state
before (has the club been so royally
nine
field
goals
in
this
contest,
five Song, “College Chums”—Assembly.
The
Montana
Masquers
will
present
The
University
of
Montana
women’s
treated and enthusiastically received
for serving the refreshments. Tick ■board.
of
his
baskets
coming
after
phenom
Dean Hamilton Weil Known
“Expressing Willie” and “The Pro in every town as it was on this last debating team will meet two women enal tries from far out on the floor,
et*; may be secured at fraternity
James
M. Hamilton, who is the
President
Craig
arrived
in
Missoula
representing
Intermountain
Union
houses and at South hall.
posal” at the University auditorium tour. Having been so thoroughly en
principal
speaker on the program, is
while
he
pegged
a
flashy
backhand
early
in
July
and
at
once
began
mak
college
in
a
non-decision,
open
lorum
Feed In Pinchot Hall
joyed by audiences throughout the
Thursday, February 19.
toss
for
another
from
the
sidelines.
dean
of
men
at the State College at
ing
arrangements
for
the
opening
of
The eats this year will be served by the University the following -fall.
state, I hope the students, and towns debate in Main hall Wedesday night He also batted in a rebound or two Bozeman. Dean
Hamilton was a
Much
time
has
been
spent
on
these
at
7:45.
Montana
will
defend
the
af
the members of the Forestry club.
people will demonstrate their support
Profiting by their experience of for Laboratories for the Chemistry, Phys two productions so that this final of the home appearance Saturday firmative of the question, “Resolved, for scores. Billy Kelly, - replacing member of the commission that
that Congress should be given power Baney at forward, who was injured worked with the legislature that
mer years* feeding such an immense ics, and Biology departments were fit presentation should be even better niglht by a packed house.”
crowd, and being granted the use of ted with apparatus; lecture rooms and than the former ones. It was decided At Columbus, ^hurch services were to over-ride, by a two-thirds vote, de the night before, played, a star game granted the University its charter
17, 189& He later became
Pinchot hall, they feel confident that an assembly were furnished, and 1,000 to give this showing of the two plays dismissed in order to assure the club cisions of the Supreme Court, which for the Grizzlies. He was high-point February
professor
of sociology and political
books
purchased
for
the
library.
A
man
of
the
team,
with
three
field
for
the
benefit
of
those
that
were
un
declare
acts
of
Congress
unconstitu
they will be able to serve the night
of a full house, and it was reported
economy
at
the University. Before
goals
and
three
foul
conversions.
course
of
study
was
decided
upon
and
able
to
see
them
the
last
time,
due
to
revelers quicker and more efficiently
enthusiasts came in from as far as tional.”
that
time
he
was principal of the
Sweet,
occupying
the
position
of
cen
the
faculty
was
selected
composed
of
conflicts
on
the
social
calendar.
Bernice
Smith
and
Bessie
Bennett
than ever before.
25 miles to hear the club.
This year’s affair will be featured the following: Dr. Craig, president, The curtain will rise at 8:15. There Seventy-Five Billings alumni hon will debate for Intermountain and ter, while Illman was shifted to guard, Missoula public schools and later was
by novel programs. The club is also professor of history and literature; will be a general admission charge of ored Mr. Smith and his troupe at a Helen McGregor and Helen Rothwell played a sensational floor game, a member of the State Board of Ed
breaking lip lots of Bobcat passes.
ucation.
giving three prizes for the most orig Stephen A. Merrit, B. S., professor of 50 cents.
luncheon. The club appeared before will represent the University.
Hartwig, Glynn and Cottam con I From 4 until 6 o’clock the Home
inal costumes. The first prize will natural science; Cynthia T. Reilly,
the
high
school
during
the
afternoon
tinued the long-range gunning and Economics department will serve tea
be $5 in merchandise at the student B. S., professor of mathematics;
and the quartette entertained the
piled up a lead that assured, them of in the department’s rooms in -the
store, $3 for the second, and $2. for; William M. Aber, A. B., professor of
Rotaiv
club
with
a
few
selections.
Greek
and
Latin;
Frederick
C.
victory in the last few minutes. Mart- Natural Science building.
the third prize.
Legislators Call Recess
Scheuch. M. E:, A. C., professor of
wig contributed six field goals in this The University radio broadcasting
Harris Chairman
At Helena both houses of the legis
half, while Cottam and Glynn got the station, which will be opened formally
Sam Harris is general chairman of j modern languages and of mechanical
lature
called
a
recess
to
be
enter
engineering;
Miss
Olice
Craig.
B.
S.,
rest. Kelly, Sweet and O. Dahlberg this evening, was open to visitors for
this year's affair. Stanley Lukens,|
tained by the quartet. Helena and
kept tbe Grizzlies in the battle with inspection all afternoon. The sta
assisted by Kickbush and Lund, will librarian.
Billings
supported
the
club
by
the
j
University
Started
In
1895
field goals, and foul conversions by tion broadcast the exercises held in
serve the eats, and J. B. Thompson,
the auditorium this afternoon.
the former two.
assisted by Buck Merrill and Parker, September 11, 1895, the University Second Book by Former University largest attendance during the whole
trip. “By the time the club reached Only Registered Students Are The story of the first game is dif The Grizzly Cubs will tangle with
have secured the boughs for the dec was opened and its record as a state
Student Is Best Seller
Helena, news of the successful per
Eligible to Take Part in
ferent from that of the second, al the Missoula High squad in the men's
oration of the gymnasium. Clarence school began. On .this day 50 stu
formances had reached all over the
Varsity Production
dents
were
enrolled,
and
at
the
close
though the Grizzlies had to stage a gymnasium at 7:30 tonight. Immedi
Spaulding will quench the thirst of
state, and people came to the Helena
whirlwind finish to pull the game ately after this game the formal open
the dancers at the “Lumberjack of the year, June 10, 1896, 135 stu
“Plays for Pagans,” the second performance from as far as Great
from the flames. Aiter a fierce fight ing of University station KUOM will
Bar.” Chief Myers equipped the dents were attending the institution.
“Ranger’s Drearii of Paradise,” where During the second year, *96-’97, book published by Colin Campbell Falls,” said Miss Newman. The quar “Only those students who are reg in the first half in which the lead be held in Main hall auditorinm.
the weary ones may seek a few mo more than 176 students attended; and Clements, a former Montana student, tet also appeared before the Helena istered at the University are eligible see-sawed back and forth between the President C. H. Clapp will address the
in February, 1897, Morton J. Elrod, is becoming one of the best sellers of Mercalints’ association in the Rose
audience and his talk will be followed
ments of repose.
for acting parts in tbe Varsity Vod- two teams, the Grizzlies finally shoved Ay
who
was professor of biology at the the day, according to word received room of the Eddy cafe.
a concert by the University Sym
to
the
front
toward
the
close
of
the
Sheridan’s regular orchestra, with
The Grizzly Symplhoneers, a jazz vil, to he held at the Wilma theater half, which ended 16 to 13 in favor of phony orchestra. Station KUOM will
several additional pieces, will furnish University of Bloomington, Illinois, by the Kaimin.
March 6,” said Melvin Lord, when in
also broadcast the evening’s program.
the music, which will be composed of came to Missoula and became head of Mr. Clements’ first book, “Plays band composed of Herbert Onstad, terviewed last night. Mr. Lord said the University.
the
department
of
biology.
During
trombone;
Clark
MacLennan,
banjo;
for a Folding Theatre,” including sev
Chief Illman was high-point man of
the oldest and the most up-to-date
that
competition
for
a
place
on
the
that same year the legislature appro eral artistic little one-act plays, has Maurice Driscoll, piano; Marvin Por
this contest, getting four field goals
selections.
priated $35,000 for the support of tho been on the market for some time. ter, drums, and Hiram Clarke, saxa- program will be keen this year, and and three foul conversions for 11
University for the next two years.
In “Plays for Pagans” Mr. Clem phone, deserve special mention for that a good display of talent is as points. The Grizzlies showed all the
At this time what is now the Wil ents has written five plays said to be their splendid interpretation of mod sured.
fight and scrap in the world in this
lard grade school building was used delightfully varied as to plots and rich ern dance music. Clark MacLennan Sigma Alpha and Sigma Kappa are contest. O. Dahlberg played a strong
the
latest
organizations
to
signify
for the University, and later what is in the color and the flavor of life.
and Oliver Malm, banjo soloists, were
defensive game and contributed two
now the Missoula Business college Colin Campbell Clements was born received enthusiastically during the their intentions of entering acts for field goals to his team’s total.
building was occupied.
in 1894 and grew up in the west. He entire trip, it was reported by mem tryout, February 28. The present The feature of the contest was the
plans are to select seven or eight acts spirited rally of the Grizzlies in the
Definite Financing in 1897
attended both the University of Mon bers of the club.
In December, 1897, President Craig tana and the University of Washing Martin J. Iludtloff, Ileman Stark, for the final production In an attempt second half after the Bobcats had Reports of Aggie Games Heard by
The lawsuit pending against the requested of the board of education ton. He went east and studied acting Chester Watson and H.
Radio Fans in Many West
Craven to present two hours of vodvil.
the 16 to 13 lead on a free
Meltmorc Ice company will be heard that a certain plan be decided upon at Carnegie Institute and joined make up the quartet, which is one of Two cups of equal size and import overcome
ern Cities
throw
by
Captain
Hatfield
and
bas
before “Judge” Walter Pope in the to raise a sufficient amount of money Stuart Walker’s Portmanteau theater. the best quartets ever produced by ance will be given for the two best kets by Hartwig, Cottam and Glynn,
University law court tonight. to erect and equip University build After the war he went to Syria to the University.
acta presented, decisions being deter
Attorney Joe Sweeny will appear for ings. He also proposed that $100,000 take charge of the American soup An afternoon performance for mined by the presentations in both making the score 20 to 16 in their “Reports of the basketball game
the defendant, while Attorney Russell be raised by issuing bonds to be se kitchens; then to Urfu to run an or school children will be given at the shows. Front stage acts will be given favor. Kelly, taking the place of the were very clear,” said J. A. Shaler,
Niles will appear for the prosecution. cured by the revenue from the Uni- phan asylum of 900 children, and to Wilma Saturday afternoon. The eve as much consideration as full stage injured Baney. made the first point electrical engineering head of the
of the half for the Grizzlies with a State college at Bozeman, in a letter
Two months ago Johnny Doe, eightning performance will begin at 8 acts.
experience a 60-day seige.
received yesterday. With this praise
year-old son of Mr. and Mrs. John
(Continned on Page 4)
Once he nearly turned Mohamme o'clock. Prices: 50c, 75c, $1.
(Continued on Page 4)
of station KUOM at the University
Doe, fell from the rear of one of
NURSERY
SCHOOL
IMPROVED
dan; once almost married u princess;
came
many other letters and tele
the Meltmore Ice company’s wagons,
and for a year he lived with the Rou
BY ADDITIONAL SUPPLIES
grams
from those who heard the test
while in the act of securing a piece
manian gypsies.
programs
Friday and Saturday night.
•of ice. According to the parents it
Now on Beucon Hill in Boston, he
Fifteen Children Now Cared for at
An
amateur
station at Nelson,
was the driver’s fault, and they are
runs a bookshop and at the same time
Simpkins Hall
British Columbia, wrote, “Basketball
asking $5,000 damages.
he finds a chance to write.
announcements very clear and I could
Court will convene at 8 o’clock.
One hundred and fifty couples at
“The pursery school is progressing
tended the annual Co-ed Formal ball SOUTH METHODIST UNIVERSITY Nine Grizzly basketball players, very nicely, and since the arrival of The six new fencing outsfits or hear people through the telephone.”
last Friday night at the Elite.
IS HOLDING POETRY CONTEST headed by Coach Jim Stewart, left at our new supplies we would like to dered last quarter by the University, Salisbury and company of Seattle
The hall was decorated artistically
10:55 last night on the Northern Pa have several more children to care are expected to arrive some time this wrote that they had enjoyed the game
with valentines in the form of a Undergraduates in All Colleges Are cific on their second western trip of for,” said Mrs. W. T. Williams, direc week, according to C. Beall and R. very much Saturday night. Warren
St. John of Corvallis, Montana, wrote.
canopy of red and white colors over
Invited to Enter
the season. Four games are on the tor of the school, last night.
ter
Kuile,
instructors
of
the
class.
“I
wish to commend the report of the
the ceiling, and with red lights which
schedule, the Grizzlies meeting Whit The nursery, which was started
game.”
revealed comfortable davenports about The Southern Methodist University man, Idaho, Washington State col January 19 in the old Simpkins hall At present the class is handicapped
The Forestry club will hold a busi the room.
Dallas, Texas, is conducting a na lege and Gonz&ga.
dining room, is caring for 15 children. by the lack of equipment. Because Rena E. Wilbur of Seattle also
ness meeting in the library of the President and Mrs. C. H. Clapp led of
tionwide
poetry
contest.
Bulletins
The
infants are beginning to take a of the shortage of material only half heard the programs and Arthur W.
The
men
making
the
trip
are:
Rus
Forestry school tomorrow night. the grand march.
been sent to all leading colleges sell Sweet and Oscar Dahlberg, great deal of pleasure in the project, of the class can engage in actual com Kraft of Absaroka, Montana, was well
Final plans for the Foresters’ ball, 'Patrons and patronesses were: have
pleased with the new stution. D. F.
and
universities
of the United States guards; Ted Illman, center; Captain themselves, and have learned to live
which will take place Friday evening President and Mrs. C. H. Clapp, Dean {uvitinjj undergratfuntc
Knight of Leavenworth, Washington,
bat
or
defense
practice
at
a
time.
students to George Dahlberg and Billy Kelly, and play together. The younger chil
in the gymnasium, will be submitted. Harriet Sedinan, Dr. and Mrs. R. H.
said,
“Station KUOM came in very
Practice
is
held
every
Monday,
enter
the
contest.
Reports of the various committees Jesse, Professor and Mrs. J. Earle Three prizes of $100, $50 and $25, forwards, for the first string; and dren are beginning to work with clay
well
and
from the volume here it
Clarence Coyle, / Obbie Berg, for and to weave mats, while the elder Wednesday and Friday at 4 o’clock in should have
will take place at that time.
good for several
Miller, and Mrs. H. Wilson.
been offered for the three best wards; John Carney, center and for ones are learning to read.
the gymnasium, and according tOi hundred miles been
Refreshments consisting of hot Following the dance, the young men have
farther.”
Mail has not
poems
submitted.
Judges
of
literary
ward
and
Jimmy
Graham,
guard.
Mothers
of
the
children
give
an
those in charge the class will soon bei had time to reach here from
dogs, cider and coffee will be served were taken to supper by their escorts, and. journalistic note have been se
these far
Force Baney, who was injured in the afternoon a week to the instruction in shape to offer a series of contests'
at the close of the meeting.
away stations which undoubtedly
at the various sorority houses and lected to pick the winning manu first Grizzly-Bobcat battle, was un of the school, about three teachers a if called upon to do so.
the new station. P. F. Smith
tea rooms.
scripts. No subject or poetic form able to make the trip.
day assisting Mrs. Williams. Because The following men make up the I heard
of
Salem,
Oregon, said he “heard the
is
prescribed.
All
contestants
will
The four games of the trip and the of the measles epidemic, University class: R. A. Baldwin, J. Pierce, J. E..| report fine”
FACULTY MEMBERS
on his loud speaker.
FRONTIER IS IN SEARCH OF
receive a pamphlet containing the ten game with the University of Wash girls have not been helping, but since Bates, L. W. Brewer, R. C. MacLen
G.
D.
Shallenberger,
in charge of
WLL GO TO COAST
MATERIAL FOR NEXT ISSUE best poems submitted.
ington here February 24 complete the the abatement of the epidemic they nan, II. V'. Warnoek, E. Gardner, C.
Several of Montana’s poets have conference schedule of the Grizzlies. are again offering their assistance. II. Archibald, T. F. Haines, O. Mc the station, went to Spokane to listen
in Saturday night, and reported that
Dr. J. H. Underwood and Professor The Frontier is in search of short already signified their intentions to The two final contests of the year with
Lean, O. Bessie, R. W. Stoddard. many Spokane radio fans had heard
Clyde Burgee, of the Economics de stories and sketches. Verse would enter the contest and are preparing Montana State college at Bozeman are
All but one are beginners in the art.
NOTICE!
the station and that it came in very
partment. will teach at California be appreciated. A Paul Bunyon story original poems. The contest closes slated for February 27 and 28.
schools during the next summer quar is wanted by the Frontier sta . These March 15, and all contributions should Here’s the card for the western! All men desiring to participate in PROFESSOR SUCHY RETURNS clear at that point.
The tests have been successful and
ter. Dr. Underwood will teach courses manuscripts must be in the hands of be sent to Jay B. Hubbeli, Southern trip:
the wrestling and boxing meet will
------i nadvanced economic theory and the D'Arcy Dahlberg by February 23.. Methodist University, Dallas, Texas. February 17—Whitman at Walla please turn their names in to Pat Professor John F. Suchy, who was the formal opening will take place to
night at S o'clock, when President
history of- social reform at the Uni The Frontier staff for this issue
Walla.
or Midge Griffith by March l.j called to Grent Bend. Kansas, last Clapp dedicates KUOM. The station
versity of California at Berkeley. consists of: D’Arcy Dahlberg, ed Freeman Daughters, professor of February 18—Washington State! Sugrue ----------------------1 week because of the death of his wil] be open for inspection this after
Mr. Burgee is goiug to the Southern it or;,Gene Meyers. business manager; education, was released from the hos college at Pullman,
Alpha
XI
Delta
announces
the
inifather, has returned to the Univer- noon, and the Charter day exercises
Branch of the University of Califor Lulu Berkland and John Frohlicher, pital Friday. lie is recovering rapid February 19—Idaho at Moscow.
tiation of Dorothy White of Darby, j sity and resumed his duties in the will be sent on the air to Montana
nia to teach economic history.
circulation managers.
ly from his operation for appendicitis. February 20—Gonzaga at Spokane. Montana.
Pharmacy school.
alumni listening in.
THREE PRIZES WILL BE
FEATURE OF AFFAIR

'Expressing Willie”
Will Appear Again

Co-eds Will Debate
Intermountain Team

CLEMENT'S PUBLISHES
“PLAYS FOR PAGANS”

MORE ORGANIZATIONS
ENTER VODVIL SHOW

Lawyers Match Wits
In Mock Legal Fray
At Court Tonight

Co-eds Entertain
at Annual Formal

Foresters to Hold
Business Meeting

Grizzlies Will Play
Four Games on Trip

New Fencing Outfits
to Arrive This Week

T HE
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Welcome, Visitors!
trw n illi KAIMIN, speaking for the stut dents of the University, welcomes
^
all visitors to the campus today.
Thirty-two years ago, when the charter
for a university was granted, the people of
the state had little faith in the institution.
The plans and finances were too indefinite
to warrant much trust. But a group of
interested Montanans, carried on by faith
in the people of the stale, have continued
to labor in behalf of the University. Some
of these people have failed to live to see
the fruits of their efforts. But the rest of
this little band has enrolled new friends at
every turn until today they can iuspect an*
institution of which they can well be proud.
The students are proud of Montana, of
her library, of her gymnasium, of her fac
ulty members, of her various schools and
departments. The students are proud of
the records of accomplishments that have
been set by Montana’s graduates. Tli e
students appreciate the efforts of the
friends of Montana.
Welcome I

Co-ed Debate
r r iH R women debate teams of the U n i
versity and Intermountain Union
* college will meet in a forensic duel
Wednesday night in the University audi
torium. It would be the duty of Montana
students to attend the debate even if a
women’s debate team had been on the
campus for years. Since Wednesday eve
ning will mark the first time that Montana
has been represented by women debaters it
is imperative that the affair be given stu
dent support.
Professor Norvcllo is to be congrat
ulated for the interest and success he has
had in debate. With the introduction of
the women’s debate team lie lias brought to
the Montana campus something new and
something highly commendable. ITe is de
serving, certainly, of our support.0 With
it he can elevate Montana debate activity
to a high plane, but without it he cannot
hope for success.
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KAI MI N

business enterprise. This is not say part of the little four-legged animal
ing that evil men do not hare their! of horns and beard. George Washday. We should rather interpret tbejington was tht first of this type 1 0 ^
speaker as meaning that more people I exist in the U. S. He was our first I y f
AM SAY MACDONALD joined a
honoring I president. Napoleon
Nap
are now recognising
was the goat at
recognizing and honoring|
‘The
mills
of
the
gods
grind
slowly
group of “ old students” of a work-j
—a cause I Waterloo, and the Philadelphia Ath- j
Jcharacter than ever before,—a
bit they grind exceeding fine.”
ingmen’s college at sapper in Lon
I for optimism and hope.
I letics have been the American League ^
la the reference to successful foot- jangoras for some eleven years.
1^
don a few nights ago, and discussed with
j
ball
in
relation
to
morals
so
far
I
But
to
make
a
long
story
short,
a
L^f
his sometime comrades the real meaning
| fetched after all? Why do our nth- phrase .you have probably heard be-|_v
of education and the definition of the “ ed
letic trainers insist on abstinence I fore, let the writer reveal the chain-1
from dissipation for the season? Ifjpion baa-baa animal of the univtw.j 77
ucated man.” Certainly, said this man
for the season, why not for the year j Hold your breath and read slowly, j J
who sat in the seat of Gladstone, the edu
or the whole life, if they could find No, it isn't the guy who plays Santa j
cated man is not a “ learned man.” By
enough men with such qualifications ? IClaus all year and then plays solitaire I
this is meant that he is not necessarily
Certainly if a man is a better risk ! on the night of the Co-ed Formal, and
Jby keeping dean and decent for two jit isn't the bozo who breaks his leg j
educated because he is learned. Nor is he
I months of the year, he would be all| the night before the big party. The! *
an educated man simply because he is a
the better for consistent habits of honest to-goodness goat, reading from
university man, added this son of a farm
j the same sort. Men may sometimes| left to right and back and forth, is. J
resist the effects of dissipation be-1 as follows: the lad who “gets” • his
laborer, who was thrilled last July when
is forced to stay at y f
cause their parents and grandparents date and* *then
'
the University of Glasgow gave him its
have by wholesome living built up for home with his tears and lamantations Jy
degree, the greatest of prizes in the eyes
them a physical capital that cannot because the good Lord didn't provide ^
of a Scotchman. A man may be educated
quickly be squandered. On tb£ whole, him with the necessary yen to pur- 77
however, the debilitating effects of chase for himself an outfit of evening
for a ’ that and a ’ that.
loose morals and vicious habits is too dress, called, in the language of the Sr
Here is the educated man, according to
hoi polloi, the Tuxedo. This is, in-1 ^
well known to need comment.
the former Prime Minister:
If it is immoral to appeal to peo deed, the most unkindest cut of all, ^
Shaman Sez:
ple for a better life on the ground of and the writer has known many a
“ The educated man is a man with cer
Classes this morning were only to personal advantage, then the blble is promising young scholar to drop h is i^
tain subtle spiritual qualities-which make show the visitors that college students the most immoral of books. From its university courses and take up the
2
him calm in adversity, happy when alone, go to school once in a while.
beginning to its end promises of | flask after a hardship of this kind.
A
few
of
our
deeper
drinkers
have
------health,
long
life,
happiness,
prosper*
just in his dealings, rational and sane in
Our Girl
ify, honor and riches are associated put their heads together and hit upon
the fullest meaning of that word in all the
She never beard the Foresters ball, with moral injunctions. Penalties and the following solution: liaise the
affairs of his life.”
------rewards are not matters of the in- price of registration of freshmen stu
Such a man may be as learned as Aris | **Tlils is close harmony,” said the I slant but of years and of ages. While dents of masculine gender seventy-five
the effects of righteous or vicious dollars per head. The extra seventytotle, or lie may, as M MacDonald said Itenor as lie bid his girl good night.
■ - ■■■
Jliving may fall immediately upon the five will go toward measuring up and
have difficulty in signing his own name, Royal Order of Kerosene Burners individual they accrue finally and in- buying for said students, a tux* pleat
lie may be back in the country somewhere, The guy that wore his dress suit to evitably to races and nations, or his- ed shirt, studs, shoes, tie and
suspenders. These suits shall be or
singing the old folksongs, or talking about the game last Friday in case he might tory tenches us nothing,
get a bid to the Co-ed.
It is neither just nor reasonable to dered through the ROTO, along with
his sheep and his dogs, or quoting Burns.
view moral obligations ns abstract the cadet uniforms, and shall be pur
This is defining education not in terms of Winner of the Carnegie Tough Luck principles. They cannot be separated chased from some well-known firm
Medal
from life. Those influences are im- i like Sears Roebuck or Haig & Haig. I
“ counts” and “ credit” courses, of “ ma
moral
which are destructive of human Let’s all get in and boost for this pro- J
The
same
guy.
jors” and “ minors,” nor in professional
life and character. On the other I gressive step,
or other vocational achievements, but in
G. Ottinger Romney Sez:
band the best expressions of life!
Yours,
ANGORA.
simple spiritual and intellectual values. God didn't get here 'til Saturday. should be associated with virtue as its
------Ijust rewards. It is difficult to rec-l
------------------------President Hopkins of Dartmouth, in an j Few men make
the girls they marry ognize any sanction for moral laws Phi Sigma Kappa announces the
address on the relation of college and life happy—others make them laugh.— except as they Square with the total initiation of George FloycJ of Butte
of human experience, which means andKenneth Liskumof Malta.
before the Harvard students last month, Exchange.
------that they are conducive to the welfare
said that the poorest definition of higher
Subconscious Simpson
of mankind. It may thus be fair for
education was that of an ancient Dean of He thought he’d stay around the a speaker to assume that a college
Christ Church College, who, in enumerat house today in ease they got their audience does not need to have the
steps of the deduction pointed out to
▼ w THEATRE J T t L
ing what he considered its advantages to national charter.
them
when
he
warns
men
of
the
pen
Direction W. A. Simons
a student said:
‘‘There’s a collector at the door.
alties of a vicious life and pictures
“ First, that he may be able to read the ‘‘Pledge!"
the approach of a better day for the
TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY
righteous.
Scriptures in the original text; second,
He Perished!
I have no hesitancy in saying that
that he may be entitled to a proper con The boy stood
on the burning deck, Mr. Smith’s message was one of the |
tempt for all who cannot; and third, that Ilis drums were in bis ear;
best things I have heard from the
The Thrill Picture Supreme
he may be able to earn a larger emolument The noise was loud as (be beat for help | platform of this University in fifteen
But only he could hear.
Let us have more like him.
than his neighbor.”
Also
J. E. KIRKWOOD.
If other subjects be substituted for the It's time to levy a special assess“GETTING GOING”
Scriptures, and a like contempt for those ment to get the davenport re-stuffed Editor Kaimin:
One of the Famous
"Go-Getter stories
who are ignorant of such particular sub for the spring quarter.
Dear Sir: One of the unwritten j
and
laws
of
this
great
land
of
the
free,
j
jects, these advantages are, a s ‘President No, Nora, just because his name's
is that someone must-always be
Hopkins hints, not so far away from what Ilartwig is no sign there's -hair on his etc.,
International News
the goat. Hark back into history and
chest.
is in the minds of men today. His own def
you will discover that every man, no|
Regular Prices
matter how great, has, before com- j
inition of an educated man—who is qual
A. F. of L. Local No. 33
ified for leadership—might well be put When you see some fellows with ham plcting his nlloted span, 'played the
mers and saws,
beside Ramsay MacDonald’s:
And sinews like bands of brass,
“ Such a man must have been humble in With carpenter’s..cards, and with gym
the presence of great minds and great
suits on,
souls, must have been simple in contacts You'll know it's a boxing class.

What Is an Educated Man?

THE GRIST

R

£
£
Danger!
Beware! £
Missoula is threatened by £
£
Masculistis!
Noted Scientists Declare £
This Strange, New Malady
Could Kill Off All the Men £
in the World in Ten Years! £
Women Are Immune.
Look!

They Would Re Loft in
Complete Control of the
Whole World!
Astounding things would
happen then:
For Possible Results See

£

£

£

£
£
£
THE LAST MAN £
ON EARTH
£
Coming to the Bluebird £
Theatre.
£
Thrills and Laughs Such
as You've Never Enjoyed £
Before.
£
£
DON'T MISS IT
£
REMEMBER!!!!
He’s ail there is, there £
isn't any more. Millions of £
women wanted to beg, bor £
row or steal him.
£
SEE IT!
£
YOU'LL ENJOY IT!
£

s

W ILM A
“THE AIR
HAWK"

1
with
his fellows, and must have, been inml
" ..
i x* i * Ti . i .
.
They woman t let a chimney sweep i
detatlgable 111 ills desire-to cultivate and in the house for fear he’d take the i
to maintain the power of his mind and to % accumulate that knowledge which makes up .
#J„
the data ot accurate reasoning.”
| ..Fif(v dollars.”
One is on the way to being an educated! “All right. I'll take it on account.”
man and to the mastery of all things when! "On account of wbat?"
• z,_ _r i ,..
i • i .
i i
| "On account of my other being worn
in such attitude and industry he has, as out»
MacDonald’s “ Domsie” said, mastered
-----one thing.—New York Times.
Blear-eyed Stude (indignantly)— II

So far only fraternal organizations
I "Why, prof, I studied until 3 o'clock
have entered acts for Varsity Vodvil. This
this morning.”
show, being an all-Uuiversity performance,
The student council at the University of | wise. Prof—"And what time did
should be entered by individual and school Utah has abolished hazing through student you come in from the dance?”
B. E. S.’(meekly]
acts, so as to make it a really University action. Freshmen will no longer have to
affair. It should not be a competition submit to “ tubbing, kidnapping and raid
from year to year between the fraternities ing.” At Harvard university recently the
Communications
and sororities. Students should get busy freshmen, from sheer boredom, requested
on individual acts. The lists are open to that hazing in all forms-be resumed.
To the Editor of the Kaimin:
all campus Jolsons and Sophie Tuckers.
Which illustrates the contented man!
Perhaps it is not yet too late to

speak a word of appreciation of the
eating his food with a south paw while!
splendid address of Mr. Fred Smith!
nursing his right back into shape. The 1
at convocation some time ago. If it j
kinks of winter are being loosened j T H IR T Y SECOND were
not for the disparaging letter of
and with the mlvancp dope on the!
E.
L.
F. wc might have assumed that
Charter Day Observed
training of the big league squad the
there was no voice dissenting from
Playing a glorious game, every one varsity's prodigies are warming up.
First in 1906
the general approbation except in j
of them, the University basketball
team took the Montana State college On e again Montana has been hon Saturday, February 16, 1006, was some quarters where the shafts of the j
speaker went home. The disinclina
completely off their fset Thursday ored L^__.
or recognition from the elite of the first Charter Day anniversary tion of some of us to controversy
and trounced them 33-33. It was a the east. Columbia
(
university has
on the University campus. often leads to postponement of the
ftpteudUl exhibition staged by the best granted an instruct orship in mathe celebrated
It
was
with
Oscar W. Craig, words that should be spoken promptly
team that ever represented Montana matics in its extension department to first president Dr.
of
the*
on the btakrtball court. The untaiut- one of Montana's present students, the Idea originated. T*niversify, that on occasion, and we wait for some;
one else to step into the gap. Mr. W. j
td glory of the victory aln t makesj
Woodward is the man who at
the student forget the numerot this time has gained fame for our in Two men who were influential ini Young, our student pastor, has re-!
the creation of the University were| sponded fittingly and I wish to add!
times the tables have been reversed- stitution.
speakers at this Charter Day anui-l ,11Vcordial though tardy endorsement'
auch eras the battle.
versary. Judge Hiram Knowles de- t0*what he has said,
The 1913 birthday of the Univers-: livered the address of the forenoon.! jf geems rattier remarkable that soj
The president's biennial report tty of Montana passes without cele and Governor Robert B. Smith, who j clean, manly and stirring a talk as
shows an increase at the University bration. For the first time in the; signed the University land grant bill, was given by Mr. Smith should call}I
of Montana of 428 students in the history of the institution Charter dayl was also a speaker on the first Char- forth anything but praise from a highpast three years.
on. President Craig. minded audience. A straightforward,!j
j has failed of offlcal recogi tion. There j ter Day
- •■ ■"1
| is however, a reason. A week its*
presided at the two public 3**“‘I vigorous appeal for industry, whole-!
IVIring down into the bottom of ( the University had as its guests the j erings of the day. delivered an ihspir- some living and faithfulness in all the]
their trunks the men at the flats have} legislators of the state. At that time! ing address on the University and its relations of life, even though the mes-1
discovered a few old gloves and a) the visitors to the University from! future.
sage is as old as the Cross, is re-j
battered league bail. The inevitable j the city were received and the pur- j
— —..... . ■ - ----- —
freshing, stimulating and uplifting.
result is that many a college man is *pose of Charter day was fulfilled
Let us hope that most of his hearers j
LENSES ADDRESSES
found it so.
MA TH CLUB MEETING One could not fairly interpret Mr.!
Smith's words as an exhortation to I
At the regulair meet ing of the Math virtue because it pays in dollars and [
Wedneoday night , Dr. N. J. cents. It does pay, if you will ask 1
Enjoy Both at the
Lonoes of the Mathematics dejwri anyone of brains and experience in
ment talked on the influence of the the business world. Wbat employer i
old Arabian Xaathemsitics on the will engage or retain in a position of'
mathematics of today. Arrangemeats trust a man known to be dishonest?:
Chimney Corner Special 40c
arc being made for a party for the If commercial and industrial history
ibera of the Math <■lob, Febnohry has proven one thing more than an-1
Special Rates to Stud er
S
441 Dalv Avenue
21. at the hornr of Profeesor G. D. other in the last fifty' years It is that j
good faith is the corner stone of sound.
Shallenoerger.
u \\

CHIMNEY CORNER

VAUDEVILLE
STARTING WEDNESDAY

Mrs. Wallace
Reid
—In—

“BROKEN
LAWS”
Never before has an actress
given so utterly of her soul that
others may see and understand
the lesson she presents to a
jazz-mad, hell-bent civilization.

Harry Langdon
—In—

“THE SEA SQUAWK”
MARGARET GARBER
This is your pass.

GRIZZLY SYMPHONEERS
VARSITY QUARTETTE
BANJOISTS MAC AND MALM

The
Glee Club Concert
Will Be Special Features of the

SATURDAY NIGHT
February 21

WILMA THEATER

Ten Years Ago

Exclusiveness Is Quality

TONIGHT

8:15

p. m.

PRICES: 50c, 75c, and $1.00

50c

Will Admit You to the Comedy Hit
of the Year

“Expressing Willie”
The play which proved itself to be one of the Masquers' greatest suecesses will be repeated for the benefit of those who were unable to see
it, in Main hall auditorium on Thursday, February 19. Get your tickets
in advance, so as not to be disappointed.

THE MONTANA KAIMIN
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Team” accounted for five points, We
Among the entries will be Honan, Corvallis, Superior, St. Regis, Stevensber making two field goals and
ville,
Hamilton, Victor, Darby, and Loyola.
u
“Pinky” Conley getting a free throw.
This makes two wins and one defeat
Ronan with a new lineup has one of the strongest teams in the
for the Lawyers, and three defeats
district, and is expected to go good in the tournament. Guy Stegfor the Foresters.
ner’s Missoula high school quint is considerably strengthened by the
The lineups and summaries for the
eligibility of three new men, and despite decisive defeats by the
two games follow:
Cubs /should make a good showing in the tournament.
Business Ad and Forestry Clubs Lose Bizads (12
Arts & Science (31)
Two Loosely Played Games
Elliott ......
Pearce
GRADE CURVE HOLDS OWN
LEATHER PUSHERS’ CARD
Shinnsplintz
Last Night
Left forward
WITH CROSS WORD PUZZLE
WILL BE CLOSED MARCH I
Neill............
Bundle
Bight forward v
Alchemists’ Club Entertains at. St. plenty of Good Material Found In
Walker
Two walkaways featured last night’s Campbell .......
Valentine Party
Regular Classes
Center
Intra-mural games. The Arts and
McKenzie
Science club humbled the Bizads 31- Wood ..............
Paavo Nurmi, the famous Phantom Finn, is expected to run at the Shall we use cross word puzzles as Any students outside of the regular
Left
guard
10, and tfhe Barristers smothered the
Seattle
Belay Carnival in May, according to the stories appearing in western [tests for the grade curve? Dr. R. H. boxing and wrestling classes who wish
Byrd .............. 2 ...... ............ Hanson
Jesse, chief speaker for the negative, to enter the tournament must report
Foresters 39-19.
papers.
Bight guard
made a practical experiment with the to Pat Sugruc or Midge Griffith by
Both the Artists and Adding Ma
Substitutions—Morrow for McKen
cross word puzzle as a test of intelli March 1 or they will be barred. No
chine Operators put-up weak defenses.
The Flying Finn has shattered some twenty odd indoor records
gence last Saturday evening at a one as yet (has reported, but it is ex
The first half ended 12-11 in favor of zie ; Lowe for Bundle; Fletcher for
in
distance
runs in the east as this Is written. He had never run
Hanson.
Scoring:
Field
goals—
]meeting of the Alchemists* club, and pected that a few will show up before
the former, the Artists’ club employ
indoors until he came to this country. It is hard to say what he
from all data at present obtainable it the time limit is over. There is a
ing a better passing and more ac Campbell. 1; Neill, 4; Elliott, 3;
wIN do when he participates in the kind of races to which he is
Wood,
1;
Walker,
4;
McKenzie,
2;
is not probable that the cross word great deal of good material in the
curate shooting game than their ri
accustomed. News now is not the winning of races by Nurmi, but
Pearce, 3; Bundle, 2; Lowe, 4. Free
puzzle will replace examinations as a regular classes and it is not neces
vals showed.
his failure to win a race or break a record.
basis for the grade curve at the Uni sary for the promoters to dtpend on
Walker. Neill and Lowe each flipped throws—Byrd, 1 of 2; Walker, 1 of 2.
versity.
four field goals. Elliott and Pearce Beferee—Jimmy Powell.
any outsiders. Elimination series be
Lawyers (39)
Hartwig couldn’t miss in the second game of the Grizzly-Bobcat series. The contest was one feature of a gin the. first of next month and will
counted three times. This makes the Foresters (19)
McDonnell No matter where he.shot from he found the hoop, his backhand shot from varied program given by the Alchem continue until a few days before the
third victory against one defeat for Coburn ..............
the sidelines being either a marvel or pure “horseshoes,” probably thd ist club at a St. Valentine party in final.bouts.
Left
forward
the Art quint,'while it marked tlhe
Bottler latter. Yet it cannot be denied that he is a net shark of the highest caliber. tht Community church. Twenty cou
second loss for the Men of Figures, Tyler........ ...........
Saturday’s game was the third in which be made nine baskets, and he gath ples, including members and guests, j FORESTERS’ TICKETS ON SALE
Bight forward
who (have but one victory ..chalked up.
Kain ered 13 in one game. He had 89 field goals before the Grizzly games, which were present and the entertainment
The Shysters had easy going with Harmon .........................
Center
brought his total to 103 ns he made 12 baskets in the two games, nine of consisted of dancing: music and "There will be 200 tickets sold for
the Logging Experts, and before the
Larson which came in the second.
games.
first half was up the Law school ran Meagher ......
the Forestry ball this year,” accord
Left guard
•Wallace Windus ’25, contributed a ing to Sam Harris, chairman of the
in its second string of shock-troops
The Grizzly team was decidedly off color in the second game. Chief Ill- number of ’cello solors and Elizabeth 'affair. “You had better get yours
known as the “Honolulu Team.” The Anderson .............. *______ Kilroy
Bight guard
man, after delivering a high class exhibition of basketball in the first con Custer ’26 and Clarence Beaman *20, now.”
Foresters missed numerous set-ups,
and were unable to break up the flashy Substitutions—Conley' for McDon test, couldn’t locate the basket the second night with his accustomed regular gave a short skit from the life of-an Ticket sale for the dance started
nell; Weber for Bottler; Blair fori ity, while Jiggs Dahlberg had an off night, finding the net hard to-find.
average man and his wife. Dono’van
passing of their opponents.
Kvnlnes *27, furnished the music for
Kain and Bottler accounted for Kain; Boldt for Larson; Goodman for
the dancing. At a late hour refresh
INDOOR SPORTS
eight and seven baskets respectively; Kilroy.
NEW COLLEGE COMICS
ments were served. Dr. and Mrs. R.
A proposed bowling match between teams representing Phi
together they heaved ’em at the rate Scoring: Field goals—Coburn, 2;
—at the—
H. Jesse and Professor and Mrs. J.
Delta Theta and Phi Sigma Kappa is being “smoked up’ for tomor
of one-a-minute for the time they Tyler, 2; Harmon, 3; Meagher, 1;
W. Howard were guests of honor.
row evening at the Idle Hour alleys. Both tongs boast of a big
played. Harmon was top scorer for Andersen, 1; McDonnell,~1; Bottler,
array of high class bowlers, and if the proposed contest goes
the Foresters, with three goals, while 7; Kain, 8; Larson, 1; Weber, 2.
Complete line of
through, it should be a good one. If it could come under the head of
JOHNSTONS CHOCOLATES
Coburn and Tyler hooped two apiece. Free throws—Tyler, 1 of 2; Conley,
GLOUCESTER
SCHOOL
Interfraternity athletics, so could a blackjack game between mem
Larson and Kilroy played steady 1 of 2. Beferee—Powell.
GIVES SCHOLARSHIPS
bers of two tongs.
games at guards. The “Honolulu
The Gloucester school of the Little
CHAMPIONS
STARTING MARCH 19
Theatre.
Gloucester, Mass., is offer
(Grantland Rice in the New York Herald-Tribune)
ing two free scholarships to its sixth
POOL
TOURNAMENT
“Is the great athlete born a champion or made a champion?” inquires summer season, July and August,
LOST—Silk scarf between Main hall
a light-seeking reader who touches on one of the oldest of all arguments. 1925, to undergraduates of American i
and northwest entrance to campus,
MURPHY’S CORNER
Professor F. P. A. has written that Nurmi is Nurmi beenues he is Nurmi,
Monday afternoon.- Finder return to The women’s rifle team began fir and that Tilden is Tildcn because he is Tilden. To be a champion one must, schools and colleges.
$100
RADIOLA GIVEN AWAY
The school offers courses in public
ing yesterday for its third series of in the vast majority of cases, be born with the knack. It is the combination
telephone booth.
See
Ray
Armstrong for Particulars
speaking, pantomime, acting, ..stage
matches with the .University of Wis
FOUND—THE BEST PLACE IN consin, University of North 'Dakota, of knack, training, and instruction which completes the finished product.
direction, lighting, scenery and play
town for University folks to go Washington State college, Oregon
writing.
Classmates of Percy D. Haughton, famous Harvard and Co
All communications concerning thej
after the show. Special prices to Agricultural college, and the Univers
lumbia coach, who died last fall, are attempting to raise funds to
Washington^ Birthday
University students. Apply at the ity of Washington. Firing will con
scholarships, should be addressed to
erect a memorial at Cambridge in honor of the famous coach. The
I Miss Florence Cunningham, 112
February 22nd
Chimney Corner.
tinue for the remainder of the week,
communication reads in part as follows: “We believe that most of
Charles
street,
Boston,
Mass.
the scores must be in the hands
Party Decorations, Favors, Nap
the men who were associated with Percy Haughton wifi wish to share
LOST—A NEW MEDIUM SIZED as
in this tribute. It will serve as an inspiration to future teams and
kins, Jack Horner Pies at
black Parker fountain pen with an of the officials not later than Satur
Mrs. Catherine Warren of Helena
February 21.
as a permanent remembrance of one who stood pre-eminently for
oval gold ring in cap. Return to tel day,
passed the week-end with Mrs. Theo
Last week the team compared
The Office Supply Co.
the best type of clean, manly sport.”
ephone booth, Main hall.
dore Brantley at Craig ball.
scores with Northwestern university,
LOST—A BLACK CASE CONTAIN- University of Nevada and the Uni
The Shysters’ victory over the Forestry school last night gives them
ing a pair of (horn rimmed glasses versity of Nebraska. The preceding their third victory of the tourney. Their only defeat came at . the hands
and card of Madam D., card-teller week a match with the University of of the press boys, who stand the best 'chance of any of the Intramural
Return to Fannie Callaway, North Michigan was held, but as yet the quints to take the tournament.
scores have not been learned.
hall.
Hot Chili at All Times
Scotty Andrus, former'Grizzly track star, playing forward on the Phar
macy club against the Lawyers the other night, avers that one of his baskets
HOME MADE PIES AND CAKES FOR SALE
came 'on an attempted j*ass to a teammate. The Doctor has a good balk
motion. —
311 South Sixth East
Phone 1937 31

Charley’s
By

SMOKE HOUSE

Co-ed Team Fires
in Series Contest

WANT ADS

HAMILTON TEA ROOM

Tasty Food
—at the—

Blue Parrot

m
\

The. western district high school basketball tournament will begin to
morrow and will continue through Friday, at the Missoula high school gym.

rz

Gas Service

Cross-Word Puzzle

Brunswick Records

1

BRUNSWICK PHONOGRAPHS
BRUNSWICK RADIOLAS
LATEST SHEET MUSIC

9
d

SCHAEFER MUSIC COMPANY

4-

3

sr

10

14

16

i

&4

6

7

When gas pipes go into a home, ar fraternity house,
■ or a manufacturing plant, ashes, smoke and soot leave'
forever. Uncertainty of delivery, price changes on fuel
' and similar troubles are solved at once. Working space
is increased, money formerly tied up in fuel reserves js
released and all are happier because they do better work
in more pleasant surroundings.

18

17

23

SI

25"

26
50

m im uitmm itrminM uuiiauniiiuuuiuiiM mM ^U JM M r

27
31

We are young and ours is the fu
ture. The world looks to America to
day.

The

New Grill
THE PLACE
OF GOOD EATS

Telephone 1487-J
111 West Main

COME IN AND TRY—
Our Famous

Tamales and Chili
The House of Home
Made Pies

JIM’S PLACE
Down by the Wilma

WOMEN’S EXCHANGE
—at—

Edison Home Bakery

(Eat Good Bread)
J. W. THORNBURG, Prop.
Phone 505

204 S. 3rd St. W.

Phone or "leave orders for
parties.

ATTENTION
Law Students
You
can purchase
at
ASSOCIATED
STUDENTS’ STORE
Interleaving Paper

Gas service is rapidly becoming the king of fuels..

8

II

so

19

Phone 609

2

February 9 and may be secured from
the following men: Fritz, Cooper,
Boggs. Van Meter, Brown, Barkus,
Adams. Merrill, Ritter, Hicks, Parker,
Tennant, Harris and Russell. Tickets
will be sold at all fraternity houses
and at South hall.
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TOILET AND SHAVING
REQUISITES
at the
South Side Pharmacy

Is it any wonder.gas service is growing?
53
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Your individual needs and desires are given
our careful attention.
m.

The New Northwest
482 NORTH HIGGINS AVENUE
Phone 550

LET HOPPY DO IT!

H O P K IN S TR AN SFER C O M P A N Y
Phone 3 8 Phone
“WE HURRY*’

59

ii

HORIZONTAL
An effiminate boy.
The Boentgenrays.
IIII Light blow.
ii
Old age (poetic).
Tool (Hewing),
15. To fasten.
17. Splash gently.
18. Preposition..
19. Central state (abbr.)..
21. Preposition.
22. Editor (abbr.).
i :23. I love (Latin).
24. Willingly.
26. Behold.
Stuff.
II 28.
29 . Narrow woven band.
s : 31. To remove entirely.
34, To cultivate land.
37. Sand.
li i41. Send out.
43. Fruit bearing part of a cereal.
46. Prong.
46. Plump.
I!
■*! 47. Note of the musical scale.
48. To be.
50. Negative (Latin).
51. Nine (Roman).
52. Covering for bed.
53. Tool for boring.
55. .Southern state (abbr.).
56. Deface.
57. Shelter.
59. River in Virginia.
60. Animal in South America.

Finest Home Prepared Things to
Eat

OUR WORK IS OUR BEST
RECOMMENDATION

The Coffee Parlor Cafe

M
ETROPOLEBARBERSHOP
(Basement B. & H. Jewelry Shop)

Soda Fountain In Connection
Open from 7 a. m. until 11:30 p. m.

Fine Hair Cutting Is Our Specialty
Thompson & Marlenee, Props.

39

40

For Best Shoe Repairing;

“If It’s Done With Heat, You Can Do It Better With Gas”

Leading Shoe Repair Shop*!

—Sce-2/

55'

54

57

Missoula Gas & Coke Company

50

4 9

53

40

45

4*

56

We
Do
/f—Promptly
Tastefully
Di&in&ively

36

37

514 S. Higgins Ave.

J. A.'Lacasse

56

60

Y e llo w Cab Co.

VERTICAL.
Pronoun.
Weaken.
To eject from the inoutfo.
Peruse.
Chain of mountains in Europe.
8. A unit of measure (n'bbr,).
9. Wading birds.
12. Chemical particles. •
14. Forty-one (Roman)^
16. Sense of smell.32. Instrument for propelling a boat.
33. Be worthy of.
24. Adapt for some purpose.
35. Preposition.
36. Assemble.
37. Seize.
38. Pronoun.
30. Soft white metal.
40. Long seat.
42. Boy’s name.
45. Number (Latin abbr.).
47., Unusual.
«
j
49. TVS. unit of money.
32. Second son of Noah.
54. Beverage.
56. A parent. .
58. Printers’ measure.
18. American Medical Associatipn.
20. To permit. 23. Craft; cunning.
25. Note of musical scale.
28. Company (abbr.).
30. Equality as ,to value.
17. An evil glance.
^

EVERY FRATERNITY
AND SORORITY HOUSE

For Good Laundry Service

has a
PRESSING CLUB AGENT
Give Him Yonr Clothes for First
Claes Work

Telephone 48

Florence Laundry Co.

Phone I l O O Phone
MISSOULA’S FINEST
—Low Rates—

HERRICK’S FAMOUS
ICE CREAM AND
SHERBETS
“Yes, We Make Punch*

M iller’s Barber Shop
Correct Haircutting
—for—
Men and Women
Under First National Bank

Electric Cooking
—clean
—convenient
—economical

Missoula Light and Water Co.
WHEN YOU THINK OF
SHOES THINK OF

COLLING
303 Higgins Avenue

Master Cleaners andDyers

205 W. Front
Phone 195
We have the plant, the help, and
the idea. Wo clean everything.
We give daily service.

M issoula Laundry Co.
Phone 52
We Do Ordinary Mending
and Darning

Paschal Studio
JPhone 528-w
H. W. BALSLEY, Prop.

j

Tuesday, February 17, 1925
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YEARLINGS DEFEAT
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Hoiflfecoming day was born in the
office of the Forbis-Toole Mortgage
company. A group of University
grads, undergrads, and profs were
idly watching traffic on Higgins av
enue when a detachment of soldiers
marched past. “Why not have a
Homecomings at the University ”
someone asked. The result was the
first Homecoming day, November 27,
1918.

GRIZZLIES WIH-LOSE
WITH STATE COLLEGE
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THIRTY-TWO YEARS

FIRSTS
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Masquers

“Expressing Willie”
will be repeated in

Main Hall Auditorium
Thursday, February 19

If you haven’t already seen it, SEE IT.

The first dance held in the new gym
nasium was a dedication dance on the
j evening of Homecoming day, Novem
ber 20, 1922.
The new library was first opened
September 30, 1919.
The University Symphony orches
tra, under the direction of Professor
A. H. Weisberg. made its first ap
pearance during evening convocation
Saturday, December 22, 1922.
The Varsity basketball team, play
ing for the first time in the new gym
nasium, defeated the Mount St.
Charles team 24-14 Saturday, January
20, 1923.

If you have seen It, SEE IT AGAIN.

Chancellor M. A. Brannon, of the
Greater University of Montana, ar
rived in Missoula Saturday, January
20, 1923 on bis first official visit to
the State University.

One Price to All

50c

DeLoss Smith first took over the
position of head of the department
•f Music in the second week of Oc
tober. 1913.

Come Early for the Best Seats

The Co-ed Prom was first celebrat
ed in 1900 by Mias Mary Steward to
promote better fellowship among the
University women.
The first senior law class, consist-1
ing of nine members, graduated in 1
1914.
It was in November, 1910, that the
frosh first gave a dance that has since
become an annual affair.
On the night of December 14, 1911,
the lawyers met and first organized
themselves.
Self-government for the women inj
Craig hall was first granted January I
18. 1912.
Physicai Director Cary was the |
first to offer classes in boxing and
wrestling January 25, 1912.

Hair Raising Events
—muss the hair unless a few
drops of GLO-CO have been
used. It keeps the hair
combed all day; pleasing,
refreshing; a liquid tonic.
at Ini ewMMi m Urtu shops tmfifcm

GLO-CO
H A IR D R E S S
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!r
l

the
Montana
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The first editorial written to die-1
courage campus cutting appeared!
early in the year of 1890.
The local chapter of Scabbard and i
Blade, military fraternity, held its I
first meeting at the University De- j
oember 22. 1922. Lieutenant Colonel I
Robert G. Tolmao. of the University!
of Illinois, officiated at the installs- j
tion.
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<^JS^dJVand tanned from work in the
open, pipe in mouth, cap pulled well
down—that’s the erecting engineer,
as pictured in the magazines, and
generally as found on the job. In an
organization like Westinghouse he
occupies a pivotal place, being re
sponsible for the erection of equip
ment in the field.
* Take him in the electrification
of the Chilean State Railway, for
example—one of the outstanding
electrical projects of recent years.
It included not merely the electri
fication of 134 miles of steam
lines, but also power and sub-sta
tion equipment to convert water
power from the Andes Mountains
into electric current.
In 1922 the first shipment of sub
station equipment departed—but

ahead of it had already departed a
force of Westinghouse erection engi
neers. They went to a country that
was a stranger to railroad electrical
operation, and to the installation of
large electrical equipment. In the
134 miles of steam railway to be
electrified they encountered every
kind of topographical and engineer
ing condition—curves, grades as
steep as 2M per cent and as long as 12
miles, bridges extending to 440 feet,
six tunnels, the longest 1,600 feet.
Today, two years later, these same
erection engineers are returning—
returning from a Chile, much of
whose railway traffic is moved by its
water falls; they are returning and
promptly departing again on still
other missions of electrical improve
ment, at home and abroad.

Thh advertisement is sixth in a vocational series, outlining the fields
for engineering achievement in the Westinghouse organisation.
A copy of the entire series will be tent to anyone requesting k.

Tbe oliss of *17, while sophomores, j
were the first to wear corduroys as |
a distinctive mark. ~0f their dans.
The first meeting of the University
lee dub was held September 23.

Send for Samp— Bottle

2w«S3r»2i

W ith Cap and Pipe

Twelve members comprised the1
University band when it was first
organised in October, 1922
The
present membership is 00.

Hardy

ieer« suffered ii
iot to show their j

Westinghouse
ACHIEVEMENT 8 OPPORTUNITY

